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JTC POCKET RAM SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Warning all manual breaching actions place the end user 
at risk of serious and permanent injury. All operators of the 
JTC-POCKET RAM must read and understand the 
instructions below. The JTC-POCKET RAM should only be 
used by operators who have read and understand the 
instructions provided. All operators must wear eye and 
hand protection as well as any other protective equipment 
they deem necessary for the operation. 

2. Maintenance: The JTC-POCKET RAM must be maintained 
like any other piece of equipment. The operator must remove 
any loose debris prior to using. The operator must inspect all 
handles and the body for any bumps or burrs that may have 
developed while being used. If any burrs are located, use a 
file to remove and smooth the area. 

3. Ramming Technique: The Pocket Ram is designed to be used 
as a traditional ram. With one exception like everything JTC 
designs we wanted to do more with less. Hence the ram has a 
built-in dead blow that results in extra energy placed into the 
strike and reduces bounce back. Having said that the Pocket 
Ram should not be struck against immovable objects and all 
steel heavy training doors that do not flex and yield like a 
real-life door does. It is suggested to have your back to the 
hinges of the door when feasible while completing the 
ramming action. The operator should attempt to ram open the 
door by striking as close to the lock set and or sets. The 
operators can also strike north and south in the center of the 
door multiple times causing a crease that will then force the 
door open by causing separation from the lock sets. 



4. The Pocket Ram is 25 lbs in total weight and therefore will 
not create the same amount of force that our 40 lb Wedge 
Ram produces.  

5. Warning: Any fortified door will take more the one strike to 
defeat. Failure to strike an inward opening door without 
your back facing the hinges may result in serious injury or 
disfigurement to the operator hands and forearms. 

6. Striking any wall and or immovable object will result in blow 
back I.E., the return of energy placed upon the object. 

7. Warning any motion such as swinging, twisting and rotating 
of hips and other body parts while holding onto the Pocket 
Ram can result in injury and or disabilities from such action. 

 

*** WARNING – YOU ARE USING EQUIPMENT FOR 
FORCIBLE ENTRY, HUMAN RESTRAINTS, AND OTHER 
TACTICAL APPLICATIONS. ALL USERS DO SO AT THEIR 
OWN RISK AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT JERSEY 
TACTICAL CORP. SHALL BE HELD HARMLESS FOR ANY 
AND ALL CLAIMS OF INJURY, SERIOUS INJURY, OR 
EVEN DEATH. 

 


